15th CAMBRIDGE HERITAGE SEMINAR

APRIL 26th 2014

McDonald Institute of Archaeological Research, University of Cambridge

PROGRAMME

9:30 – 9:40: WELCOME

Marie Louise Stig Sorensen (University of Cambridge)

9:40 – 10:20: KEY NOTE ADDRESS

Nicholas Saunders (University of Bristol)

10:20 – 10:40 Tea & coffee

10:40 – 12:00 ARCHAEOLOGY, HERITAGE AND THE GREAT WAR

Chair: Marie Louise Stig Sorensen (University of Cambridge)

Franco Nicolis (Archaeological Heritage Office, Trento, Italy)

Archaeology of the senses. Smelling the war in the glacial warscapes in the Alps

Andrew Shapland (Department of Greece and Rome, British Museum)

A Macedonian inheritance (1915-1919). The archaeology of the British Salonika Force

Discussion
12.00 – 12.45 Film Screening. Whose remembrance? 25’

Presentation by staff from the Imperial War Museum

12.45 – 1.45 Lunch. Tea, coffee and refreshments will be provided

1.45 – 2.30: Key Note Address

Gregory Ashworth (University of Groningen)

2.30 – 4.00 Inheritances of the Western Front

Chair: Dacia Viejo-Rose (University of Cambridge)

Layla Renshaw (Kingston University London)

The War Graves at Fromelles and spatio-temporal relationships between Europe and Australia

Paola Filippucci (University of Cambridge)

Ruined lands: local perspectives on the Great War and its centenary

Myriam Jansen-Verbeke (University of Leuven, Belgium)

Memorial events sustaining memoryscapes of the First World War

Discussion

4:00 – 4.30 Tea & coffee

4.30 – 5.10 Contested Inheritances in the Balkans

Chair: David Reynolds (University of Cambridge)

Amra Hadzimuhamedovic (Commission to Preserve National Monuments, Bosnia and Herzegovina)

Europe between Two Bosnian Bridges: Competing memorialisation and destruction of heritage after the ‘Great War’

Gruia Bădescu (University of Cambridge)

Sarajevo revisited: The commemoration of 1914 and the divided politics of memory in Bosnia and Herzegovina

5.10 – 6. Discussion and closing remarks